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S E A K E E P E R

Landing a klngflsh on the
drift Is a lot easier for this
young angler-and everyone
else-when the boat's more
stable as the Seakeeper
eliminates roll.

"When we were done I
wasn't all beat up. It's a
whole new experience in
fishing:·

better on the bottom for a more natural,
effectively. It's even to the point where uit's
less distracting presentation-much less
too rough to troll, I can power drift with the
bouncing of them on bottom. Topside,
Seakeeper going. That right there adds to my
because the rods are steadier, it also helps
fishing abilities," Ryan says.
anglers connect better with hookups.
For sailfishing, the increased stability will
"I also do a lot of power drifting for sail
help Capt. Ryan kite fishing. As a one-man
fish and wahoo, especially in the winter, and
crew, he won't need to spend as much time
it lets me do that way more easily, and more
adjusting lines to keep baits on the water
----------------------------------for the best presentation, as the
Seakeeper will do a lot of that
work automatically, "especially
t SeaVee, we haven't had a Seakeeper
in the winter, when it can be
Installed on a 29 yet," said John Cabalnasty," Ryan adds. Once he
lero, Marketing Director at SeaVee
gets the kites up and baits in,
Boats, "though we have done many on our
his hands will be free for other
boats 32-foot and up, on the 34, 37 and 39.
tasks. "Especially when fish are
Maybe for the smaller boats, It's because It's an
skittish, jf thos e baits aren't
economy of scale concern, because, as a perright, the sailfish and tuna know
centage of the total cost of the boat It becomes
it. The tournament guys are
significant. Seakeeper knows that and they are
going to be checking this out
determined to mainline this technology on as
pretty intensely."
many boat platforms as possible. They've also done a great Job of supporting their product and
Y ellowtail and other reef fishing is a big
collaborating with us. The Interesting thing Is,the smaller the platform of the boat, the more you
part of Ryan 's routine in the spring and
summer, and what many
stand to benefit with a Seakeeper.
visitors go to the
Keys to experience. "A lot of my clients
"For the bigger boats, the customers absolutely love them. The upside of a Seakeeper lnstall
really enjoy yellowtail s napper fishing,"
on a bigger boat Is that you have a lot more real estate to work with and the Seakeeper doesn't
h: said. "Prior to the Seakeeper a lot of
take so much room on the boat overall. Also, on a big boat, the Seakeeper Is a much smaller perclients would get seasick when I set the
centage of the overall cost. These customers for bigger boats are also usually quite experienced
hook, especially younger kids from the
with ocean conditions-maybe this will be their third,or fourth or fifth boat-so they know what
rock-and-rol l motion of the boat. Add in an
to expect out there and they are saying at this stage, let's get that Seakeeper In there and avoid
ugly, wind-agains t-tide, confuse sea an d
d
the rough water and make the time on the water the best It can be.•
95-degree summer heat and
Caballero revealed to us that SeaVee's new flagship 40-plus footer, now In development, will
you have the
erfect st0rm for a client getting ill feelings.
feature the Seakeeper as standard equipment. That new SeaVee center console will make Its
�
_
ew clients would spend mor time trying
e
public debut at the 2020 Miami International Boat Show.
to find their sea legs
than they did fishing,
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and trying to keep from getting sick.•
The Sea keeper changed the game for
anchor fishing, he says. 'Toe waves literally
go around the boat. There is no rock and
roll motion. Once the hook is set the boat
sits steadily. I have to remind people we
are fishing on the ocean and they should be
r eady for anything, because the Seakeepe r
makes you feel like you are fishing on a
dock in the middle of the ocean. Also, J
have people with really bad knees and backs
fishing at anchor in 4-foot confused seas,
walking with no problem."
Capt. Ryan did a lot of testing at anchor
on his own to measure the Seakeeper's
battery draw. "During testing I would sit on
anchor for as long as 4 hours simulating a
half day yellowtail trip with the Seakeeper,
my Hooker Electric Pump, and all my
electronics running. Zero issues. Every
thing was good, no problems. Even before
Seakeeper I always kept my batteries on
while at anchor because of the Hooker bait
pump. At the end of the day I plug in and
recharge, business as usual. Everything is
all good with anchoring with Seakeeper.•
A Seakeeper, as they say, won't cure a
hangover. But on 2- to 4-foot wave days,

says Capt. Ryan, with an
easterly wind,
people who take the proper
precautions not
to drink the night before,
or maybe to take
some Dramamine if they're
so inclined
and don' t eat a greasy breakfas are
t "go�g
to be Just fine. The better, safer
ride also
ope ns up offshore fishing to people
who
had gravitated to backcountry fishing for
the calmer waters. They're able to make it
offshore now."
You only have so many days to fish. The

innovations keep coming to make those
days better and more efficient. Count
the Seakeeper among them. While it' s
still relatively new, and not many people
know much about its performance other
than perhaps watching videos, in a few
years the Seakeeper will be accepted as an
innovation that brought more people safely
into the joys of boating and fishing. If you
get a chance, try out the ride. I bet you'll be
amazed.FS

On his Sailfish 2360 (above), Capt. Ryan Installed the Seakeeper 2 unit In his console (above rtaht). Inset,
touch SUNn panel on dash 11ves continuous Information on tha SeakNper's anate of roll prevention.

"A

Seakeeper at SeaVee
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yet,designed to eliminate up
to 95 percent of boat roll on
27-to 32-foot vessels. The
Seakeeper 2 ls 25 percent
lighter (414 lbs.) and 22 percent smaller (24.8" L x 25.5"
w x 20• H) than the next
smallest model.
To stabilize the boat
against roll, Seakeeper's
steel flywheel spins at speeds
up to 9,700 RPM enclosed In a
self-contained vacuum using
minimal power. When the
boat rolls, the gyro tilts fore
and aft, producing a powerful
gyroscopic torque to port and
starboard that counteracts
the boat roll.
Spinning the flywheel In a
vac uum allows the Seakeeper
three
to spin the flywheel

times faster,cut Its weight
by two-thirds and halve the
power requirements. It also
Isolates the critical components of the Seakeeper and
protects them fromharsh
marine conditions. The
patented cooling system
removes heat from within
the enclosure and dissipates
It through aglycol/seawater combination. Active controls adapt automatically to
changing sea conditions,so
there's no need for the captaln to adjust any settings.
The Seakeeper 2 will run
exclusively on 12-volt DC
power and cost S22,700. The
unit's small size allows It to
be Installed virtually anywhere on the vessel. The
unit will utilize the newly
designed touch screen control panel with an Intuitive

user Interface and allow users
to capture real-time performance Information.
Installation Is handled
through Seakeeper's dealer
network, says Kelsey Albina of
Seakeeper. "Approximately 70
to 75 percent of our lnstallatlons happen at the OEM level
on new builds. The other 25 to
30 percent are done by Seakeeper-approved and trained
dealers. Capt. Ryan's lnstallatIon was done through TRI
SEA Stabilizers (Tim Nicoles,
(305) 680 9499), who ls one
of our elite dealers."
Albina says that lt Is dlfflcult to put a price on lnstallatlon, because It depends
on the vessel and the work
Involved. "If there's already
space and no fiberglass needs
tobe cut,ltcan be veryslmpie.• Albina says.
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